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ABSTRACT 
Let M = (E,C) be a regular matroid with circuit set a and cocircuit set ~C and let (H,+, <) be an 
ordered group. To given partitions D = D + u D- for all D ~ ~f and weighting functions £,k : E-> H 
optimal &cocircuits are defined by having a minimal value k (D +) - 12 (D- \  {~}). 
It is shown that P as well as NP problems can be formulated by means of  optimal cocircuits. We dis- 
cuss a class o f  optimal cocircuit problems which can be solved using f low theory in regular matroids. 
Applications of  the derived theory and algorithms to graphic and cographic matroids and to special 
ordered groups yield polynomial  algorithms for some new minimal cut and shortest path problems 
which are useful in combinatorial  and integer optimization problems. 
1. OPTIMAL COCIRCUIT PROBLEM 
Let M = (E,/g) be a matroid with circuit set & and cocir- 
cuit set ~. M is called regular if there exist partitions 
C = C + U C- and D = D + U D- for each C E g and 
D E ~K such that 
IC + ¢q D+I + IC- (1 D-[ = IC+t~ D-I +IC- (3 D+/ (1.1) 
holds for each pair (C,D) E gX ~7. 
Further we consider an ordered group (H, +, ~<). This is a 
set H with a binary operation + and an order relation ~< 
fulfxlling the following properties : 
(H, +) is a commutative group (1.2) 
(H, <~) is totally ordered (1.3) 
For all a, b, c E H the compatibility rule 
a~<b=a+b~< b+c 
holds. (1.4) 
Ordered groups are special cases of ordered semigroups 
as considered e.g. in [2,12,13,14, or 24]. These struc- 
tures have nice applications in theory as well as in prac- 
tice. 
In this paper we discuss the problem of finding optimal 
cocircuits in a regular matroid. For that purpose we look 
at two weighting functions £,k: E-~H. 
For a given ~ E E we call a cocircuit D E ;K &optimal if 
E D- and if its value 
k (c +) - ~ (c-\{~} :=  e Zec+ k(e) - eEZC_\{~} ~ (e) (1.S) 
is minimal. An optimal cocircuit problem is the problem 
of finding an &optimal cocircnit for some fixed ~ E E. 
Before treating this problem we shall first give some 
examples showing the usefulness of the concept of op~ 
timal &cocircuits : 
Example 1 
Let M = Mgraph be the graphic matroid of a directed 
graph G = (V, E) with node set V and edge set E. The 
cocircuits of Mgraph are the cutsets D = (X,X) U (X,X), 
where X C V and X := VkX. The partition of any 
D E ~f is defined by 
D + := (X, X), D- := (X, X) 
We consider at first the ordered group (H, +, ~)= (~,+, ~), 
where ~ is the natural ordering of reals. In this case we 
can already see that different kinds of problems are con- 
tained in the class of optimal cocircuit problems : 
Let k : E~+ and ~ = 0 (1.6) 
This problem is easy to solve by using any maximal flow 
algorithm (for real-valued flows in graphs) maximizing 
the flow value f(~) with respect to capacity function 
k: E-~g+. By the max-flow rain-cut heorem of Ford 
and Fulkerson [6, 7] we get : 
maxf(~)= min k(D+). 
~ED- 
Thus this problem is polynomiaUy bounded and solvable 
in 0(IV[ 3) steps using e.g. Karzanov's [191 flow algorithm. 
Let k = 0, and let £:E-+IR+ (1.7) 
In this case the optimal cocircuit problem can be 
written in the following way : 
Determine a cutset D = (X, X) U (X, X) with some dis- 
tingnished edge ~ E (X, X) and minimal value 
k(X, X) - ~ (X, X) = - ~ (X, X). 
This problem is equivalent to maximizing £ (X,X), that 
is equivalent to the maximal cut problem, which is 
known to be NP-complete (cf. [18]). 
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Further examples of optimal cocircuit problems in 
Mgraph are treated in,section 3. 
Example 2
Let M = Mcograph be the cographic matroid of a directed 
graph G = (V, E). The cocircuits of Mcograph are the 
elementary c cles of the graph G (in the sense of Berge 
[1]). That means, each cocircuit D in Mcograph can be 
written as 
D = (xl,el,x2,e 2 ..... xi, ei, xi+ 1 ..... Xn,en,Xl) 
with edges eiEE and nodes x.1E V such that x i 4 = xj for 
i =~j, i,j = 1 ..... n. The partition of D, interpreted as sub- 
set of E the element set of Mcograph, is given by 
D + := {e i E D / e i = (xi, Xi+l) ) 
D- := {eiED / e i = (Xi+l,Xi)} 
If we def'me (H, +, ~) = (IR 2, +, ~) with + being the com- 
ponentwise addition and :~ being the lexicographical 
order elation, we get nice applications for the optimal 
cocircuit problem : 
Define 
k= = , ~= = 
k 2 
(1.8) 
for an arbitrary weighting function c :E -~+.  
An optimal &cocircuit in Mcograph with respect to the 
weighting functions £and k as defined in (1.8) deter- 
mines a cycle D in the graph G with ~ E D- and minimal 
value 
kl (D+)-£1 (D-\(e)i 
k2(D+ ) ~2(D-\{~] [ c(D+)] 
(minimal with respect to the lexicog~aphical order rela- 
tion !) 
This problem has a nice interpolation if we analyse the 
role of the lexicographical ordering : 
Among all cycles with ~ E D- we minimize at first the 
fL,-st component ID-\{8}[. If this value equals 0, D defines 
an oriented path P from s = xi÷ 1, the initial node of ~, 
t0 t = xi, the terminal node of 6 (cf. fig. 1). 
Thus by the definition of the lexicographical ordering 
an optimal &codreuit defines in this case a shortest 
directed path P from s to t in the graph G'= (V,Ek{e}). 
But if ID'-k{e}~ 1, then the optimal cocircuit problem 
is a meaningful generalization f the shortest path 
problem to graphs which are not strongly connected : 
One looks for a path P in G" from s to t with a least 
number of opposite arcs and minimal value c(P +) = c(D+). 
A further example for optimal circuit problems in 
Mcograph is the following :
Let (H, +, ~) = (~+,. ,  ~), which is evidently an ordered 
group. Moreover, let a:E-> (0,1) be a weighting function 
with constant values, e.g. a(e) = 1/2 for all e E E. 
We define now an optimal cocircuit problem in the 
following way : 
Define k = a = 1/2 and £ = 1 (1.9) 
Due to (1.5) and the definition of cocircuits in Mcograph 
an optimal cocircuit defines acycle D in the graph G 
underlying Mcograph with minimal value 
e~D +k(e) - e~D+(½ ) 
II ~(e) II ~(e)" 
eED- eED- 
This vah~e attains its minimum in a cycle with largest 
number of arcs in D +. Therefore the optimal cocircuit 
problem is equivalent to the decision problem whether 
a Hamiltonian path exists in G starting from s, the 
initial node of ~, and ending in t, the terminal node of & 
As the optimal cocircuit problem induced by (1.7), this 
is an NP-complete problem (cf. [18]). 
Other examples of optimal cocircuit problems in Mcograph 
can be found in section 3. 
2. ADMISSIBLE M-I~LOWS 
In this section it will be shown that the optimal cocir- 
cuit problem can easily be solved provided that the 
functions 1~ and k fulfill an additional property. In order 
to derive this property we interpret k and ~ as upper and 
lower capacity functions of a matroid flow problem, 
respectively : 
Definition 
A function f: E~H is calhd admissible algebraic flow 
x; , -c  ~ L..2 - - - - -~k. )"~ . 
0 i -  Ot 
Fig. 1 
X,i.-~ 
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(shortly : admissible M-flow) if it fulfills the following 
two properties : 
cocircuit property :
f(D +) = f(D-) V D E ~? (2.1) 
capacity property :
~(e) ~< f(e) ~< k(e) V e ~ E (2.2) 
Maximal and minimal admissible M-flows are admissible 
M-flows with maximal and minimal M-flow value f(6). 
Provided that there exists a cocircuit D E ~ with ~ E D-, 
we can give simple upper and lower bounds for M-flow 
values f(~) : 
/_,emma 
Let D 1, D 2 E D with ~ E Di, i = 1,2, and let f be any 
admissible M-flow. Then 
£(D1)-  k(Di\{8})K f(~)K k (D+) - I~(D2\{6}) (2 .3 )  
Proof 
Using the properties (2.1) and (2.2) we get : 
f(6) + £(D2\{~}) ~< f(D2) + + = f(D2) ~< k(D2). 
Hence : 
f(~) < k(D~-) - ~(D2\{~} ).
Analogously we get : 
f(6) ~ E(D:) - k(Di\{6} ). QED 
Definition 
Let f be a non-maximal dmissible M-flow. A circuit 
CE g is called f-augraenting circuit i f~E C + and 
e(C) := min [ rain± (k(e)-f(e)], m in [f(e)-~(e)l > 0. 
eEC T e~C (2.4) 
Analogous to the case £ = 0 which was considered in 
[11] we can show : 
Augmenting circuit theorem 
Let f be an admissible M-flow and let C~ g be an f-aug- 
menting circuit. Then there exists an admissible M-flow 
f" with f'(~) > f(~,). (2.5) 
Proof 
The proof is constructive by defining for all e ~ E : 
If(e) + e(C) if e e c + 
f'(e)--: - .(c) i fe  E e- 
lf(e) ife ~ c 
Due to the definition of e(C) the function f ~ e(C) ob- 
viously fulfills capacity property (2.2). The proof of 
If D E ~,  then the definition of f', (1.1), and (2.1) for f 
yield : 
f'(D +) = f(D +) + e-(ID +N C-hi - ID÷n C-[ QED 
= f(D-) +e.(ID- ~ C+l - ID- ~ C-l) = f'(D-) 
On the other hand, if there does not exist an f-augment- 
ing circuit one proves the existence of a cocircuit D E 
with 6 E 13- and f(~) = k(D +) - 1(D~\(6)), a so-calhd 
f-saturated cocircuit. (For a proof which can be found 
in [14] the reader has only to modify the proof in [12] 
in an adequate way.) Therefore, by lemma (2.3), f is a 
maximal admissible M-flow in this case. 
Summing up we have : 
Max M-flow -- Min cocircuit heorem for admissible M- 
lOWS : 
f is a maximal admissible M-flow if and only if there 
exists an f-saturated cocircuit D E ~.  (2.6) 
In short : 
max f(~) = min _ [ k(D +) - £ (D-\{6})] (2.7) 
~ED-,DE~K 
The right hand side of (2.7) is exactly the definition of 
an 6-optimal cocircuit (c.f. (1.5)), Thus the optimal co- 
circuit property is equivalent to the maximal admissible 
M-flow problem, provided such an M-flow exists. 
Before discussing the existence question we formulate 
an algorithm for determining a maximal admissible M- 
flow, the validity of which follows from theorems (2.5) 
and (2.6) : 
Algorithm for determining maximal admissible M-flows : 
(2.8) 
Start : f admissible M-flow with respect o capacity func- 
tions £ ,k :E~H 
(~) Determine an f-augmenting circuit. 
If none exists --,(~) 
~)  Define f :=  fGe(C)-~(~ 
(~) There exists an f-saturated cocircuit D. Thus f is 
maximal and f(~) = k(D +) -£  (D-\{~}) 
This algorithm can also be used to find an admissible 
M-flow with minimal value f(6) : 
For that purpose w.e clef'me 
~=-k  
k = -£ (2.9) 
and determine a maximal admissible M-flow f" with 
respect o the capacity functions £ and k. By theorem 
(2.6) we have : 
max f'(~) = min [k(D +) - £(D-\{~})] 
6ED- ,D~ 
= rain {-£(D +) - [-k(D-k(6})]} 
~ED- ,  I3E~ 
=-  max [~(D +) - k(D'\{~})l 
6ED-,DE~ 
Hence f = -f" is a minimal admissible M-flow by lemma 
(2.3) and theorem (2.6) and (2.9) yield the following 
theorem : 
Min M-flow - Max cocircuit heorem for admissible M- 
flOW S - 
rain f(~) = max [~(D+) - k(D-\(~))] (2.10) 
6ED-,DE~(', 
In order to determine an admissible M-flow with respect 
to the capai:ity functions £,k:E-~H, we successively 
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solve maximal resp. minimal M-flow problems with res- 
pect to modified capacity functions £", k': E->H. In each 
iteration of the algorithm admissible M-flows with respect 
to £" and k" are given and the algorithm stops as soon as 
£ '= £ and k '= k. 
Admissibility algorithm (2.11) 
Start : f = 0 
(~-Defme for each e E E : 
£'(e) := min [£(e), f(e)] 
k'(e) := max [k(e), f(e)]. 
If£" = ~ and k '= k 
f is an admissible M-flow 
(~) Choose any ~ e E with f(~) < £(~). If non exists --~ @ 
Maximize f(~) until f(~)/> £(~) (maintaining the ad- 
missibility with respect to £" and k') -~(~). 
If the maximal M-flow algorithm stops with 
f(~) < ~(~), then ~@.  
(~) Choose any ~ 6 E with f(~) > k(~). 
Minimize f(~) until f(~) < k(~) (maintaining the ad~ 
missibility with respect to £" and k'). ~(~). 
If the minimal M-flow algorithm stops with 
f(~) > k(~), then ~@.  
@ ~ There exists no admissible M-flow with respect 
to the capacity functions I~ and k. 
It remains to prove the validity of the algorithm : 
Since the cocircuit property (2.1) is maintained through- 
out the algorithm, f is obviously an admissible M-flow 
if the algorithm stops in step@. Moreover, the algorithm 
is Finite, because at most IEI iterations can be performed. 
Due to IU ~ 1, k" ~ k the situation is as follows if the 
algorithm stops in step@ : 
~(~)>f(~)= max {f'(~)/~'(e)~f'(e)~<k'(e)} 
f" M-flow 
/> f ~_.Xow(f(~)/~(e) < f(e)< k(e)) 
Hence, for any function f: E-->H fulfilling cocircuit pro- 
perry (2.2) and I~(e) <~ f(e) ~<k(e) V e ~ E, 
f(~) < 1(~) 
holds, i.e. there exists no admissible M-flow in this case. 
(The case k(~) < f(~) is treated in an analogous way.) 
The validity proof of the admissibility algorithm implies 
the following theorem : 
Admissibility theorem (2.12) 
There exists an admissible M-flow f with respect to the 
capacity functions £and k if and only ff the property 
£(D-) ~< k(D +) (2.13) 
holds for each cocircuit D E ~f. 
~oof 
The necessity of (2.13) is an immediate consequence of
cocircuit property (2.1) and capacity property (2.2) 
applied to an (existing !) admissible M-flow f : 
£(D-) < f(D-) = f(D -F) < k(D +) V D • 
In order to prove the sufficiency, let's suppose that (2.13) 
holds and that no admissible M-flow exists. 
Then the admissibility algorithm stops in step@. 
W.l.o.g. we assume that the algorithm aximized f(~) 
in step (~) and stopped with 
£'(e) ~< f(e) < ~(e). 
Then theorem (2.6) yields the existence of a cocircuit 
D E ~K with ~ E D- and 
f(~) = k'(D') - £'(D-\{e}). 
From this we get : 
k(D +) ~< k'(D +) = f(~) + JU(D-\{~}) < £(D-), 
which is a contradiction to (2.13). QED 
Summing up the results of this section we get the 
following algorithm for determining optimal ~-cocircuits 
in ordered groups :
Optimal corircui t algorithm : (2.14) 
Start:k,£:E-~Hwith£(D-)~<k(D +) VDe~ 
@ Determine an admissible M-flow with respect to 
lower and upper capacity functions £ and k, respective- 
ly, by means of admissibility algorithm (2.11). 
(~) Use f as starting M-flow in algorithm (2.8) and maxi- 
mize f(~). The corresponding f-saturated cocircuit D 
is an optimal ~-cocircuit. 
It should be noted, finally, that theorems (2.6) and 
(2.12) have already been treated in the literature for the 
special case (H, +, ~<) = (~, +, ~<) :
Minty [20] proved these theorems for M-flows defined 
by means of matroid circulations, i.e. functions g: ~-~IR 
defined on the circuit set g of the matroid M and ful- 
filling 
£(e)~< eE 'Y~-,cr~g(C) - C  T erC- ,CE~ g(C)<~ k(e) VeEE 
Other authors which considered max-flow min-cocircuit 
and admissibility theorems in matroids are Fulkerson 
[9], Rockafellar [22], and Seymour [23]. Relations be- 
tween the M-flow definition given in this paper and the 
matroid circulation definition used by these authors are 
discussed in [14]. 
In the last two sections we consider applications of the 
theory by choosing special regular matroids M and 
ordered groups (H, +, ~<). 
3. APPLICATIONS TO GROUP NETWORK FLOWS 
In this section we consider the regular matroid 
M = Mgraph of the directed graph G = (V,E). The co- 
circuits of Mgraph are the minimal cutsets 
D = (X, X) U (X, X) and the cocircuit property (2.1) 
reads as follows : 
f(X,X) = f(X,X) V X C V. (3.1) 
Since (H,+) is a group, the cancellation rule 
a+c=b+c=*a=b V a,b,cEH 
holds. Thus (3.1) is equivalent to the well known conser- 
vation property 
f(x,V) := ~ f(x,y)= Z f(y,x)=: f(V,x) ¥xEV 
(x,y)EE (y,x)EE 
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Algorithm (2.8) is a generalization f the labeling algo- 
rithm of Ford and Fulkerson [7] and augmenting cir- 
cuits uniquely correspond to augmenting paths from the 
source s to the sink t, i.e. 6 = (t,s) is the return arc of 
the network flow problem. If we restrict ourselves to 
augmenting paths with a minimal number of arcs, then 
the resulting algorithm generalizes Edmonds' and Karp's 
algorithm [5]. 
(This idea could also be used in the general context of 
matroid flows, but we did not succeed in showing that 
this procedure l ads to a finite number of iterations in 
algorithm (2.8) for incommensurable capacities k(e), 
£(e).) If we interpret each addition in (H, +) and each 
comparison i (H,~<) as elementary operation, then 
0(IVI. IEI 2) is an upper bound for the required number 
of elementary operations in the generalized Edmonds/ 
Karp algorithm. (We can use their combinatorial proof 
which completely carries over to the group case.) 
Naturally, one can also use improvements, in the sense 
of worst case behaviour, of augmenting path algorithms, 
e.g. the algorithm of Dinic [3], Karzanov [19]. etc, and 
generalize them to group flows. 
The admissibility algorithm (2.11) is a generalization f
the algorithms of Herz [15] or Fulkerson [8]. An im- 
proved algorithm has been given by Hoffmann [16] for 
(H, +, ~<) = (l~, +, ~<). His algorithm only performs a
single maximal flow algorithm, whereas algorithm (2.11) 
requires IEI determinations of maximal resp. minimal 
group flows. HIS idea can be adopted to group flows, 
since it is independent from the algebraic structure of 
reals. But on the other hand it is highly depending on the 
existence of nodes such that an analogous algorithm to 
Hoffmann's algorithm for arbitrary regular matroids has 
not been found up to now. 
The admissibility property (2.13) which can be written 
as  
£(X,X) <~ k(X,X) V X C_ V 
is well known for (H, +, ~) = (~, +, ~) (cf. [15], [16]) 
and was shown for group flows by Ghouila-Houri [10]. 
But his proof is not constructive and therefore it does 
not lead to an algorithm for deciding the admissibility 
question for group flows. 
In the rest of this section we shall discuss some problems 
which can be solved by means of the optimal cocircuit 
algorithm (2.14) applied to M = Mgraph- 
Problem 1 
Given a function c :E~_p 
Find a minimal s,t-cut (X,X) U (X, X) (i.e. s E X, t E X, 
and c(X,X) minimal) with a minimal number of arcs. 
Problems of this kind arise in the context of defence or 
attack of a network which is to be performed with mini- 
mal effort. Military applications, traffic counting, s op- 
timal information control are examples of possible real: 
world applications of problem 1. (Further examples can 
be found in [21]) 
In order to solve problem i we define the ordered group 
by (H, +, ~<) = (~2, +,..~), where +is the component- 
wise addition and ~ is the lexicographical ordering, 
i.e. (al,a2)~--~(bl,b2) # a I < b I or (a I = b I arid a2< b2). 
Then we define 
£1 = 0, k I = c (3.4) 
£2 = -1, k 2 = 1. 
A maximal group flow with respect to lower capacity 
£ = (£1' £2) and upper capacity k = (k 1, k2) leads to a 
cut (X, X) U (X, X) with lexicographically minimal value 
I 1 (X, X) - £1 ('X' xJ c(X,I~) T 1 2(x,.x) - £2(X,x) I(x, X)I + I(X, X)l_~ 
This is, by the definition of the lexicographical ordering, 
a cut solving problem 1. 
Since each group addition and comparison corresponds 
to two elementary operations in IR, the complexity of 
the resulting algorithm is 0 (2 a) = 0 (a), where a is a 
worst case bound for the corresponding real-valued net- 
work flow algorithm. 
Problem 2 
Given a subset E' C E and c : E -~+.  
Find a minimal s, t - cut which contains as few arcs of 
E" as possible. 
This problem can be handled analogous to problem 1. 
We only have to modify the definitions of £ and k as 
follows 
£1 = 0, k I = c 
-1, ire EE" 
£2(e)= 0, i feEEkE" 
1, if e E E" (3.5) 
' k2(e) = 0, if e EEkE' 
A last problem of this kind is 
Problem 3 
Given a subset E'C_E and c:E-~Rk+. 
Does there exist a minimal s,t -cut which is contained 
inE'?  
In order to answer this question we ftrst solve a real- 
valued flow problem with lower capacity 0 and upper 
capacity c. The resulting maximal flow value F corres- 
ponds to the value of a minimal s, t - cut. 
Then we apply some group flow algorithm to 
(H,+, <) = (~2, +, ~) and capacities 
[0, i feEE"  [0, i feEg"  
l~l(e)  = -1, f feEE\E  " 'k l (e )= 1, f feEEkE" (3.6) 
~2 = 0, k 2 = 0 
If the resulting lexicographically minimal cut 
(X,X) U (X, X) has in its first component a value greater 
than 0, then E" does not contain an s , t -cut  at all. If it 
is 0, then E" contains aminimal s,t - cut ffand only if 
the value of the second component is F. Hence an efficient 
algorithm is found for deciding problem 3. (It should be 
noted that it is not sufficient to determine a maximal 
real-valued flow in G" = (V', E'), where V" is the set of 
nodes incident o some e" E E'. The resulting minimal 
cut is in general no cut in the original graph G!) 
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4. APPLICATION TO GROUP TENSIONS 
According to cocircuit property (2.1) and the denotation 
introduced by Berge [1], we call admissible M-flows in 
the case M = Mcograph group tensions. For determining 
maximal group tensions we can specify algorithm (2.8) 
by using a labeling technique : 
Labelling algorithm for determining maximal group 
tensions (4.1) 
Start : f group tension with respect o capacity functions 
£ ,k .Z=O 
(~) Determination of an f-augmenting circuit (= f-augment- 
ing cut (X, X) U (~, X) with ~ = (s, t) E (X; X)) : 
~x = (s} 
If x~z = ¢ -~0 
Else choose x E X\Z 
(~) For all y E V \X  : 
(x,y) E E ~ f(x,y) = k(x,y) ] 
or 1~ X := X W {y} 
(y,x) E E =~ f(y,x) £(y,x)] 
(~  If t E X ~{~) 
Else : Z := Z W {x} -+(~) 
(~) C = (X, X) U (.X, X) with C += (X, Y,) and C- = (2, X) 
is an f-augmenting circuit. Define 
f := f @ e (C) 
X := X tA {yEX/ f (x ,y)=k(x,y)  or f (y,x)=£(y,x),  
xE  X} 
and -~ (1, b) 
(~) By the labeling a path 
P = (s=x 1, e 1 ..... x i, e i, xi+ 1 ..... x n = t) 
from s to t is defined such that 
f(8) = k(D +) - ~(D-\{~}) 
holds for D = P tO {~) with 
D+: = {eiEP / e i = (xi, Xi+l)} and D- := DXD + 
Since IZI is strongly increasing in 
each iteration, algorithm (3.9) performs at most IVI 
iterations. The number of steps in each iteration is ob- 
viously bounded by IEI. Hence the algorithm is poly- 
nomially bounded. 
The necessity and sufficiency of admissibility property 
(2.13) for admissible group-tensions has been shown by 
Ghouila-Houri [10], but, as in the case of group-flows 
his proof is not constructive and thus doesn't lead to an 
algorithm for determining admissible group-tensions. 
As in the case M = Mgraph, we shall now discuss some 
problems which can be solved by using algorithm (4.1) 
Problem I
Given : c : E ~ I~.. 
Find among all paths from s to t having a minimal num- 
ber IP-I of opposite directed arcs a path with minimal 
value c(P+). 
If there is a directed path from s to t, then problem 1 
coincides with the usual shortest path problem. We use 
the theory of admissible M-flows in the following way : 
Define (H, +, <~) = (IR 2, +, ~),  where + is the component- 
wise addition and~ is the lexicographical ordering. More- 
over let 
£1 = -1, k I = 0 
£2 = -oo, k 2 = c. (4.2) 
If c(e) = 0, V e E E, then f(e) = (0,0) is an admissible 
group tension and theorem (2.6) specialized to 
M = Mcograph together with the def'mition of the 
lexicoAgraphical ordering yield that the path found in 
step ( .~of  the labeling algorithm (4.1) has the required 
properties. Hence the problem is solved in this case by 
an 0 (IVI. IEI) algorithm. 
If c(e) < 0 for some e E E, then we have to apply the 
admissibility algorithm (2.11). This algorithm either 
finds an admissible group tension or it stops in step(~). 
In the latter case we know by the proof of theorem 
(2.12) that there exists a cocircuit D in Mcograph, i.e. a 
cycle in G with £(D-) > k(D+). Since ~(¢) = k(¢) = O, 
£2 = -oo yields the existence of a cycle D = D +, that is 
a directed cycle, with k2(D +) = c(D) < 0. That means 
that algorithm (2.11) identifies a negative cycle and 
problem I is not well posed in this case. 
In the former case, where an admissible group tension 
has been found, a solution of problem 1 is determined 
after one additional application of the labeling algorithm 
(4.1) 
Problem 2 
Let G be a strongly connected graph and let c: E ~ ~.. 
Find a shortest directed path from s to t with a minimal 
number of arcs. 
This problem is treated analogous to problem 1 of 
section 1. We use (H, +, ~)  = (~2,  +,~)  and defme 
£1 = -oo, k 1 = c (4.3) 
£2 = 0, k 2 = 1. 
Shortest path problems are of extreme importance in 
combinatbrial nd integer optimization problems. In 
applications it is often useful to find a shortest path 
with a minimal number of arcs. For instance, one can 
find a solution of an integer linear programme with a 
minimal number of nonbasic variables being nonzero, 
by using Gomory's [11] transformation i to a shortest 
path problem and by applying the M-flow theory with 
respect o M = Mcograph and £ and k as defined in (4.3) 
Problem 3 
Given c: E~. ,  E' ___ E, G strongly connected. Find a 
shortest s, t-path in G containing as few arcs of E" as 
possible. 
Problem 4 
Given c:E--> ~., E 'C  E, G strongly connected. Does 
there exist a shortest s, t-path in G which is contained 
inE '?  
These problems can be handled in the same way as prob- 
lems 2 and 3 of section 3. 
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